Signs for 5 Little Spiders
(Adapted from babysignlanguage.com)

Spider

The sign for Spider is a natural sign, resembling a spider crawling around. You take by crossing your hands at the wrist. Wiggle your fingers around like the legs of a spider, and at the same time move your hands to make the spider move forward.

Door

To sign for door take both hands and hold them up so that you are looking at the back of them. Take one hand and fold it out so that it looks like a door opening.
Tree

The sign for tree looks like a tree waving above the ground. To make the *tree* sign, take your weak hand and extend it flat across your body to make the ground. Then take your strong hand and stand it up at right angles, with your fingers extended and shaking them back and forth.

Shoe

To sign *shoes*, make your two hands into a fist and tap the two fists together. Imagine your fists are shoes and you are clicking the shoes together.
Run

To sign “run” position both hands in the sign for fast and hook them together one hand in front of the other. Do a fast forward motion that conveys movement.

Sun

The sun sign has two parts. In the first part of sun, you make a circle with your index finger up above your head. In the second part, start with your fingers and thumb together and then spread them apart like you are shining a lamp down on yourself.